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Many mobile applications contain some serious security
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stood by human analysts. The heart of CodeInspect is an interac-

Fraunhofer SIT has developed CodeInspect to support

tive debugger with built-in single stepping: Using this feature, the

analysts, developers and IT consulting companies in

analyst can execute the app’s code step by step, while at the same

making the detailed examination of Android app security

time looking for irregularities during the execution. With the help

features more efficient. CodeInspect is able to detect

of CodeInspect, analysts and developers can scrutinize apps more

vulnerabilities and malware quickly in program code. An

quickly and precisely than with conventional tools. The analyst can
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bytecode in an efficient and user-friendly manner.
Plugin infrastructure
Every day a great number of mobile apps for smartphones and
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tablet computers are introduced into the market. Antivirus produ-
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immense number of apps automatically, security-sensitive apps
such as banking apps or suspicious looking code fragments have

CodeInspect can be used by:

to be checked manually and quite carefully. Software developers

 creators of antivirus protection software

have to examine the libraries of third-party providers just the same,

 creators of security software

when they are in doubt about the quality and security. Both ana-

 IT security departments/IT security professionals

lysts and app store operators have the problem that the analysis of
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Android apps is difficult and time-consuming. This is because the

 software library developers

apps are often only available as an APK file in binary code, or

 owners of app stores

because the code was obfuscated on purpose. CodeInspect makes
such analyses easier.

CodeInspect licences are available on www.codeinspect.de.
Fraunhofer SIT and TU Darmstadt offer a time-limited, free of

How does CodeInspect work?
CodeInspect is a framework that first translates any Android app‘s

charge test version of CodeInspect.

